
Adaptable Futures
Developing adaptable buildings

Building’s must remain efficient places to live and work to ensure real 
life cycle value Extending a buildings useable life addresses both alife cycle value. Extending a buildings useable life addresses both a 

business and sustainability case. 

Robin Partington Architects



People and buildings….



...become less material and location dependent….

...take things with you….



...adapt to work in space that accommodates what you want to do….

...light, dark, warm, cool, quiet, busy, alone or with colleagues….



…at home we dress to suit the prevailing conditions.…
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…at work every day is the same.…

…cold…



...be more tolerant….
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…accept a wider range of temperatures.…



…wear a T-shirt.…
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…or a sweater.…



Buildings…at home we adapt to suit prevailing conditions.…

…at work we expect the building to do it for us.…



...new and innovative buildings attract interest….

…adapting our existing stock presents the greatest challenge for the future….

…the majority…



...existing stock tends to be overdesigned making them easier to adapt….

...allowing us to be more creative, accommodating different uses….



How might that inform buildings in the future ?….

...more resilient structure, generous floor to ceiling heights, flexible services….



…how can we manage and control our buildings to make better use of them….

...a traditional one size fits all approach is inefficient….



...catering for individual needs….

…is expensive to build and service….



...grouping activities and preferences in part or for the whole is far more effective….

…but the key is to find a way to communicate needs with the building as a host….



...perhaps by making better use of what we already have….

...use existing technology….



...that is readily available….



...familiar and easy to use….

...almost addictive….



...your mobile knows where you are….

...and what you will be doing….



...a simple app can work with your diary to log your preferences….

...warm, cool, light, dark, noisy, quiet….and communicate with the building and its systems….



...to communicate your needs to the building….

…Kyamulinga Village School, Uganda…
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a garden office Surrey

...at its simplest, turning off the lights when the last person leaves….

…a garden office, Surrey…



...to the more complex….

...optimising the use of a complex City office building….



…an example, simple external shading…

...a traditional shutter….



…embracing the benefits that the prevailing climate might offer.…

...whilst protecting the occupants….



…providing shade where and when it is needed.…



…which can be tuned to balance the benefits of the external environment…

...with internal preferences….
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...with internal preferences….



…and let the way we use a building…

...inform its external appearence….
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…and let the way we use a building…

...inform its external appearence ….



…now add the grouping of shared needs by consensus.…

...optimising the use of space within the building….



…and let the way we use a building…

...inform its external appearence ….



…on a floor by floor basis…

...to accommodate a darkened meeting room….



…or for the building as a whole.…

...informed from the inside out and the outside in.


